Dry bulk solids mixing can be done with several kinds of mixers — batch and continuous, horizontal and vertical, and agitated and tumbling. This article concentrates on one common type — the horizontal batch mixer — and explains how to select this mixer to handle your process requirements. Much of the information also applies to other batch mixers.

In batch mixing, ingredients are loaded into the mixer, the mixer is operated, and the mixture is unloaded so another batch can be loaded into the vessel. This operation is quite different than continuous mixing: In a continuous mixer, ingredients flow steadily from upstream processing into the operating mixer and are retained and mixed for a specified time, and the mixture discharges steadily from the mixer at the same flowrate. Because of this operating difference, a batch mixer is often used for mixing smaller quantities of material, handling multiple ingredients or multiple product formulas, and providing longer mixing times, such as to blend difficult-to-mix ingredients.

Of the several machines that provide batch mixing, a horizontal batch mixer is one of the most popular in bulk solids plants. Two common types are ribbon and paddle mixers. Each consists of a stationary U-shaped trough (or tank) equipped with a rotating agitator shaft. The shaft in a ribbon mixer, as shown in Figure 1 is fitted with metal spokes (or cross arms) and helical blades called ribbons; in a paddle mixer the shaft is fitted with paddle-shaped blades. As the shaft rotates, the ribbons or paddles move and agitate the material to create a mixing action. In a variation of this equipment, called a plow mixer, the rotating agitator shaft has plow-shaped blades and the housing can be cylindrical rather than U-shaped. [Editor's note: For more detail on components and operation of these and other batch mixers, including rotary batch mixers, see the later section “For further reading.”]

To select a horizontal batch mixer, consult with mixer suppliers. Typically each supplier will ask you to complete a data sheet or questionnaire, such as the one shown in Figure 2, with detailed information about your processing needs. The information it requires about your material is usually for only the major ingredients in your mixture, unless the minor ingredients significantly change the major ingredients’ characteristics.
Figure 2

**Horizontal batch mixer data sheet**

Date: ____________________________
Name: ____________________________
Company: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
Phone: ____________________________
Fax: ____________________________
e-mail: ____________________________
Project Name: ____________________________

- **Material description:**
- **Material characteristics:**
  - powder
  - slurry
  - cake
  - sticky
  - abrasive
  - free flowing
  - toxic
  - explosive
  - friable
  - corrosive
  - other ______

- **Has mixing equipment been used previously for this material?**
  - If so, describe (pros & cons) ______

- **Bulk Density (lbs./cu.ft.):** ______
- **Flow problems:**

- **Material inlet temperature:** ______
- **Material outlet temperature:** ______
  - °F
  - °C

- **Mixer production rate:** ______
- **Mixer batch size:** ______
- **Target cycle time:**

- **Agitator type:**
  - ribbon
  - paddle
  - intermittent ribbon
  - other: ______

- **Construction:**
  - Product contact
    - carbon steel
    - 304 SS
    - 316 SS
    - other: ______
  - Non-product contact
    - carbon steel
    - 304 SS
    - 316 SS
    - other: ______

- **Interior:**
  - mill finish
  - 36 grit
  - 60 grit
  - 80 grit
  - 120 grit
  - other: ______

- **Exterior:**
  - mill finish
  - 36 grit
  - 60 grit
  - 80 grit
  - 120 grit
  - other: ______

- **Covers:**
  - bolted
  - hinged
  - grating
  - Type & no. of inlet(s): ______

- **Discharge:**
  - knife gate
  - butterfly
  - ball
  - plug valve
  - drop-bottom doors
  - manual
  - pneumatic
  - dump tank
  - other: ______

- **Shaft seal:**
  - mechanical
  - single lip
  - double lip
  - pack gland
  - split gland
  - air purged gland

- **Electrical:**
  - voltage: ______
  - cycle: ______
  - phase: ______
  - Area classification: ______

- **Jacket:**
  - none
  - hot water
  - cold water
  - steam
  - oil
  - PSI: ______

- **Liquid add:**
  - open line
  - spray nozzle
  - manifold
  - liquid to be added: ______

- **Do agglomerates form during mixing:**
  - yes
  - no
  - Do these need to be reduced:
    - yes
    - no

- **Are there facility clearance restrictions:**

- **New or replacement mixer:**
  - new
  - replacement

- **Is auxiliary equipment needed for loading/unloading:**

- **Other comments:**
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
  - ____________________________
As you work with the suppliers to narrow down your mixer choices, you’ll need to determine what size the mixer will be, how the mixer will be loaded and discharged, and what accessories the mixer will require.

**Size**

Determining the optimal size for your batch mixer is based on the working volume, fill level, and residence time your mixing process requires.

*Working volume* is the volume of material to be mixed and can be determined by dividing your batch size (in cubic feet) by the bulk density (in pounds per square foot) of your ingredients. The supplier can use the batch size and bulk density information on your application data sheet to help you calculate the mixer’s working volume.

*Fill level* is the allowable batch size, which is expressed as a percentage of the mixer’s total capacity. Loading a mixer to less than 100 percent of its total capacity provides room for the material to move within the mixer vessel, which enhances mixing. The optimal fill level depends on the mixer type and represents the ideal compromise between using the smallest possible mixer and achieving the greatest interaction between the material and its agitator, called **agitator engagement**.

In batch ribbon and paddle mixers, the higher the mixer’s fill level, the more passive mixing occurs — that is, mixing in areas not in contact with the agitator, which form the passive mixing zone, as shown in Figure 3. In these mixers, as the fill level exceeds 50 percent and rises above the agitator’s middle, mixing efficiency drops because more material fails to contact the agitator and instead enters the passive mixing zone. Material in this zone not only takes longer to mix but may never become completely mixed. However, using a fill level above 50 percent may be acceptable in an application where the mixing specification is relatively loose (such as for some animal feeds) or where the user has plenty of time in the process for a longer mixing cycle and wants to use a smaller mixer because of its reduced cost.

In fact, fill level correlates inversely with mixer size and cost. So, for instance, mixing a batch in a ribbon mixer that’s filled to 100 percent requires a much smaller and less expensive mixer than processing the same-size (444-cubic-foot) batch in a mixer that’s filled to 50 percent, as shown in Figure 4. The mixer supplier can typically provide mixers designed to work at different fill levels. Based on experience with hundreds of mixing applications, the
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**Figure 3**

*Fill levels in horizontal batch mixer*

**Figure 4**

*Size comparison for horizontal batch mixers with different fill levels*
suppliers can recommend a practical fill level for your new horizontal batch mixer. When requesting bids from multiple suppliers to replace an existing mixer operating at a particular fill level, ask them all to specify a mixer of the same size operating at the same fill level so you’re comparing apples to apples.

**Residence time** is the length of time material is in the mixer. In some cases, residence time expresses the time required to distribute all the ingredients throughout the mixer. In others, it expresses the time required to complete a chemical reaction in the mixer, such as the powder ingredients’ absorption of a small amount of added water to form a smooth, consistent mixture without clumps.

**Loading**

Ingredients can be loaded into a horizontal batch mixer in any of several ways, including manually and by various equipment (or combinations of equipment) that are manually or automatically operated. Common loading equipment includes mechanical conveyors, pneumatic conveying systems, bin and hopper unloaders, bulk bag unloaders, drum unloaders, and volumetric and gravimetric feeders. Because the benefits, limitations, and capital and operating costs of these loading methods vary widely, ask for input from your suppliers when selecting one for your batch mixer.

In batch mixing, loading and unloading can consume a greater portion of the cycle time than mixing itself. Using one of two loading approaches — bulk loading and master batching — can decrease the total cycle time by allowing some loading and mixing to run concurrently instead of sequentially.

In **bulk loading**, one complete set of ingredients (or just the major ingredients) for one batch is loaded into a holding bin (or bins) above the batch mixer. This allows ingredients to be loaded into the bin while the mixer is mixing another batch. After the mixing cycle ends and the mixed batch is unloaded, the holding bin drops the ingredient load into the mixer and is then refilled for the next batch.

In **master batching** (also called premixing), the minor and microingredients for a batch are premixed to form a master batch. This master batch is treated as one ingredient and added to the batch mixer when the major ingredients are added, promoting the uniform dispersion of the minor and microingredients throughout the mixture.

Let’s consider how master batching is done with an example batch recipe, as shown in Table I. This recipe specifies three major, five minor, and one microingredient. Each major ingredient (A through C) is added directly to the batch mixer by a dedicated loss-in-weight feeder, but directly adding each minor and microingredient (D through I) to the mixer would require many more feeders (at greater expense) or manual addition (adding more time to the cycle), or both. So ingredients D through I are mixed with 88 pounds of ingredient C in another smaller mixer to form a master batch, and the master batch is added by another loss-in-weight feeder to the mixer.

This yields two advantages: 1) The minor and microingredients together form a much larger percentage of the master batch than they do of the total batch, so they’re more evenly distributed in the master batch and, later, in the total batch. 2) Instead of requiring six separate feed streams (and feeders) for adding the minor and microingredients to the mixer, all six of these ingredients are fed as one stream. Note that although this example operation uses a second small batch mixer to produce the master batch, in many operations the main mixer can be used for just a few hours each week to make up the master batch, thus eliminating the cost of an additional mixer.

**Discharging**

A horizontal batch mixer typically discharges the final mixture from its bottom (or end) through a gate valve, a butterfly valve, or bomb-bay doors. Each method has advantages and disadvantages, depending on your application.

A **gate valve** (also called a gate, knife gate, or slide-gate valve) is the most common discharge device for horizontal batch mixers. The flange-mounted gate valve typically consists of a flat rectangular panel (or gate) that slides across the

### Table I

**Master batching example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity in main recipe (in pounds)</th>
<th>Quantity in master batch recipe (in pounds)</th>
<th>Modified master batch recipe (in pounds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Totals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of mixers required</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of loss-in-weight feeders required*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Assuming automated operation for mixing the main batch and manual operation for mixing the master batch.
mixer’s bottom outlet to open and allow discharge. Discharging through the valve can take several minutes, depending on the batch size and material characteristics.

The gate valve offers several advantages over bomb-bay doors: Because fitting a gate valve to a mixer is easier than fitting bomb-bay doors, it has a lower installation cost. The gate valve is also more flexible because it can be actuated manually or automatically. The gate valve provides easier dust control because its flanged connection can be attached to a chute, rotary valve, or other device to direct the discharged material to its destination. Removing the gate valve for maintenance is also usually fairly easy. The gate valve’s main disadvantage is that it can create a small dead zone in the mixer bottom, in which the first ingredient loaded into the mixer can settle before it’s exposed to the mixing action. In many applications this isn’t a concern, because the first ingredient will be somewhat mixed during discharge and downstream processing. In applications where this would be a problem, using a spherical disc valve or flush-mounted gate valve instead of a flange-mounted gate valve can minimize the dead zone’s size. Another disadvantage is that the gate valve discharges more slowly than bomb-bay doors, but this can be overcome by using multiple valves.

A butterfly valve, which is also flange-mounted at the mixer bottom, consists of a round disc in a round housing; the disc rotates parallel to the material flow to open and allow discharge and rotates perpendicular to the flow to stop discharge. The butterfly valve has similar advantages and disadvantages to the gate valve, but tends to create a larger dead zone at the mixer bottom.

Bomb-bay doors (also called drop-bottom doors) are large hinged doors on the mixer bottom that open to discharge the material in a just a few seconds. The doors’ main advantage is reducing the mixer discharge time. Their main drawback is that they must be power-actuated, adding cost. Material dropping through the doors also generates dust. To overcome this problem, the mixer bottom can be enclosed with a flanged skirt or integral surge bin to provide a dust-free connection to downstream equipment; however, these modifications add cost, and using an integral surge bin requires enough vertical space for the mixer to be located above the bin. In some applications, another drawback can be that the bomb-bay doors provide such rapid discharge that downstream equipment may not be able to keep pace; this can result in mixer downtime that reduces the process’s overall efficiency.

Equipping the mixer with load cells provides gain-in-weight control via digital readout when your ingredients are added manually or by volumetric feeders.

Liquid addition components. Various nozzles and manifolds can be fitted to the horizontal batch mixer for adding liquids during mixing. In most cases, dispersing the liquid over a wide area in the mixer improves the mixing results. While atomizing nozzles provide this capability, they’re not always necessary. Consult mixer suppliers for help determining which liquid addition components will best handle your application.

Load cells. Equipping the mixer with load cells provides gain-in-weight control via digital readout when your ingredients are added manually or by volumetric feeders. The load cells can be linked to your process system controller. You can use a loss-in-weight controller with the load cells to provide loss-in-weight control of the mixer’s discharge to packaging equipment; this controller can also send “overfill” or “empty” signals to other systems in your plant, such as an inventory control system.

Thermal jackets. A heating or cooling jacket can be used with most horizontal batch mixers. The jacket circulates a hot or cold fluid (often water or oil, or steam for heating) over the mixer vessel to control the batch temperature. The jacket can be integral to the mixer or removable; a removable jacket is easier to service.

Partnering with mixer suppliers

When choosing a horizontal batch mixer, regard mixer suppliers as your partners in the selection process. Spell out your processing needs to them, supplying as much information as possible about your ingredients, the equipment that will be up- and downstream from your mixer, and your application requirements, such as production rate, mixture
quality, and others. This information will help the suppliers narrow the range of mixer types and sizes best suited to your application and recommend accessories that will help the mixer achieve your processing goals.

Expect the suppliers to help you test a variety of mixers or mixer configurations with your ingredients. Such tests can not only help you evaluate various mixer types, but help you determine unknown variables in the mixing process. Most suppliers have an in-house test lab, and there’s often no charge for mixing tests if they’re simple and straightforward, such as a ribbon mixer test using one agitator style to mix two 50- to 100-pound batches with a few major dry ingredients. If the tests you need are more complex, such as trying multiple agitator styles to mix a dozen or more recipes for 1,000-pound batches with many minor dry ingredients and liquid addition, the suppliers may charge a fee, but this cost is minimal compared with the knowledge you’ll gain. If your ingredients are toxic, explosive, or otherwise hazardous, the suppliers may not be able to run a mixing test with them; in this case, you can ask for help devising a nonhazardous mixing simulation that can yield the information you need.

**PBE**
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**For further reading**

Find more information on mixers in articles listed under “Mixing and blending” in *Powder and Bulk Engineering*’s comprehensive article index (in the December 2010 issue and at PBE’s Web site, www.powderbulk.com) and in books available on the Web site at the PBE Bookstore. You can also purchase copies of past PBE articles at www.powderbulk.com.
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